
New York artist to release new solo album with a
refined rock groove
Local artist Nick Leduc releases fresh
and original solo album "Unfiltered."

VICTOR, N.Y., USA, March 21, 2015
/EINPresswire.com/ -- New York artist,
Nick Leduc, who is celebrated for his
fresh and original music, teams up with
Tate Music group yet again to release his
solo album, “Unfiltered.”

Nick Leduc’s breathtaking performances
have been setting fire on stages
nationwide. Apart from an indispensable
taste for creating an intoxicating rhythm
with classic guitar styles, Leduc also
shows fans how to have a rocking good
time through his rock/Americana music
genre.

“I like giving out a unique vocal style that would give my listeners a fresh take on the music scene. It’s
a little bit of every style combined to create weaves of ever-changing sound. From acoustic to electric

A refreshing sound and
catchy melodies. LeDuc’s
voice is unique and adds a
warmth to the album’s songs.

V, Spotlight

there is always something new in there for you,” shares Nick.

“(It) is a cross between rock and jam — refined rock groove.
It’s hard to describe the sound period. It’s familiar but fresh.
After listening to a few demos and having a conversation with
Nick, I could tell he really feels and cares about the music,
and that’s the type of connection I look for,” states TMG
Representative, Matthew Styers.

Leduc's album, “Unfiltered”, is being produced by Tate Music Group and will be available upon its
release through the ITunes Store, Amazon.com, or directly from TateMusicGroup.com

Nick LeDuc was inspired to start playing music at a young age. Playing along with “Evil Empire’s
Rage Against The Machine, Tool, Black Flag, Primus, All, Green Day, The Descendants, Rush, Dead
Kennedy’s, Slayer, Weezer, Jimi Hendrix and the likes. He also plays the piano, mandolin, guitar,
bass, drums and is a strong vocalist. 
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